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O Tannenbaum, O Tannenbaum... Sprechen Sie
Deutsch? Now we do! We are happy to announce that
we established our German filiale. We are still keen on our
Hungarian selection: among the old favourites we extended
our catalogue with producucts designed for eternity. We still
belive that nothing beats personalised gifts: unique products
in unique wrapping for unique customers!
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WINES AND SPIRITS
■
Many companies reward their clients with a bottle of tasty wine at
Christmas. Since bottled wine is already a final product, its customization
methods are limited. However, we are able to color the full surface of the bottle
with a special technique, and to print any type of graphics on it. We put the
painted glass to the oven, where the design burns into it; then we fill up the
decorated bottle with the wine you choose from us. We can easily design an
exclusive bag or box for the bottle or combine it with a glass or anything you
choose!

Design your own wine gift!

1. Choose wine!

2. Let’s design the bottle!
•
•
•
•

to the front and back sides
shape and size of your choice
colored graphics
transparent or cover paint

3. Let’s design a bag or box!
•

choose from our selection or
create what you imagined!
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Rosé Cuvée from Szekszárd 2020
Extremely fresh, light, lively rosé, rich in red-fleshed fruits flavour, especially strawberry-raspberry notes. We recommend it for cheeses,
pasta or enjoying it with cakes.

9,90 €
750 ml

Blaufränkisch from Szekszárd 2020
Elegant and vibrant red wine with a strong character, intense aromas
and flavors. It has a lot of fruits in its aroma and taste, especially the
notes of ripe cherries. We recommend it with pork roasts, Hungarian
dishes and soft cheeses.

11,50 €
750 ml

Kékfrankos-Cabernet franc 2020
A perfect mix of the two sorts, which is the result of many weeks of
fermentation. A light but characteristic red wine with a ruby color and a
fragrance of red berries.

11,90 €
750 ml

Kékfrankos rosé 2021
Its fragrance resembles red fruits like raspberry or red-currant. Tight
structure, fresh, crunchy acids; its playful fizziness makes a fresh impression each time. It is also great as Spritzer.

10, 50 €
750 ml

Sauvignon Blanc 2021
Resembling light meadow grass in its fragrance with a hint of ripe pear
in the background. It has a balanced taste, easy to drink.

10,50 €
750 ml
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’I’ Cuvée 2020
Villányi classicus dry white wine. The light fragrance of Ottonel Muscatel and the merry acids and citric features of Királyleányka makes it
very refreshing.

9,50 €
750 ml

Portugieser 2020
Villányi classicus dry white wine. Villányi classicus száraz vörösbor.
Ruby red wine with a velvet character having fruit fragrances. By consuming at 14-15 °C it can turn a dinner into celebration.

9,90 €
750 ml

Rosé Cuvée 2020
A mix of the taste reminescences of fresh raspberry and redcurrant.
Created from the signature species of the Villány Wine Region: 50%
Blaufrankisch and 50% Pinot Noir. Fruity rosé wine.

9,50 €
750 ml

Fruit wines
They remind you to a summer athmosphere and the mouthwatering
smell and taste of fresh fruits. Sweet fruit wine specialties, which are a
treat along with cakes or just on a weekday evening.

Cherry

13,90 €
500 ml

Strawberry

14,50 €
500 ml

Blackcurrant

13,90 €
500 ml
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Egri Cabernet Sauvignon Superior 2016
Dark ruby colour, rich, spicy taste, paprika and ripe raspberry fragrance. Excellent acid balance, silky tannin fermented in wooden barrels.
Superior dry red wine from protected origins.

13,50 €
bottle

Egri Bikavér Superior
2016 was a very good year with nice acids, high sugar content and
excellent grape species. Bikavér (‚bull’s blood’ cuvée) Superior is made
only from the best years, featuring half of Hungarian and half of world
species. Superior dry red wine from protected origins.

14, 90 €
bottle

Rébus Egri Cuvée Superior
2017 was extremely dry and hot. Blue grapes riped very well, as it is
represented also by this wine. Filling, heavy wine with soft acids and a
long aftertaste. Superior dry red wine from protected origins.

16, 90 €
bottle

Kúria White 2020
Vibrant floral scent with citrus notes. It is characterized by fresh acids
that provide freshness and texture to the wine. A pleasantly lively, full
bodied wine, recommended as aperitif, with appetizers or pasta.

9,90 €
750 ml

Kúria Red 2020
This wine has an intense fruity basis with plum notes, characteristic
spiciness and delicate vanilla aroma. It is characterized by rich fruity acids, which make it a perfect company wine. Recommended for
poultry, ragout, spicy Italian food or chocolate fondue.

10,50 €
750 ml

Kúria Rosé 2020
The fresh red berries smell like strawberries, raspberries and currants.
This modern, youthful wine has a crisp, elegant acidity. Recommended as an aperitif for cold appetizers, fish and pasta dishes, grilled white
meats, Asian, spicy foods, and fruits.

10, 90 €
750 ml
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Gönci Apricot Pálinka
The fullness of the taste and fragrance is revealed in the mouth as if
we were biting into a juicy, ripe apricot. The sweetness of the jam is
accompanied by the long-lasting finish of the experience. It is now
essential that Gönci apricot brandy is made from pure Hungarian
apricot varieties.

26, 90 €
500 ml

William’s Pear Pálinka
The intense, roaring world of flavors and scents is inseparable from
‚red William’s’. The spicy character of the variety is backed by a delicate
muscatel and a hint of forest aromas. The intensity of the rich, fruity,
roaring freshness that does not want to stop makes this distillate really
popular.

28, 90 €
500 ml

Muscatel Raspberry Pálinka
The scent of fresh raspberries cannot be misunderstood, it is
unstoppable towards our senses. Wonder that it does not stay in the
glass for long? The spicy, fresh fruit flavors are staying on your throat.

38, 90€
500 ml

Please contact our sales representative for our complete selection.
Prices include graphic design and the unique bottle.
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JAMS
■
Alain Milliat produces fruits in his family property
in Orliénas since 1983. As their greatest fan, his goal is
to preserve the taste of fruits in the moment when they
were harvested. Every jam of his is a special journey
in the triangle of aromas, textures and tastes. To
this day, he collects all the fruits from Drôme county,
France. His jams help us to share the experience of a
characteristic French taste.

Apricot jam

0,60 €

5€

30 g

230 g
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Strawberry jam

0,60 €

5€

30 g

230 g

Morello Cherry jam

0,75 €

6€

30 g

230 g

Blackcurrant jam

0,75 €

6€

30 g

230 g
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Figs jam

0,75 €

6€

30 g

230 g

Raspberry jam

0,75 €

6€

30 g

230 g

Blueberry jam

0,80 €

6,70 €

30 g

230 g
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Green tomato jam

0,80 €

6,70 €

30 g

230 g

Orange jam

Passionfruit jam

0,80 €

6,70 €

30 g

230 g

0,80 €

6,70 €

30 g

230 g
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HONEY AND SEEDS
■
The honey of Euromel is produced in Portugal,
on the hills of Serra da Malcata. In 1898, Jorge de
Almeida Lima set there up beehives, and in 1974,
his descendants restarted the production, led by
Frederico Horgan. The clearness and the aroma of
their wild lavender honey is also guaranteed by the
protected nature around them.
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Wild lavender honey
with raspberries

5,50 €
240 g

Orange blossom honey

4,90 €
300 g

Wild lavender honey
with hazelnuts

5,50 €
240 g
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Wild Lavender Honey
with Almonds

6,20 €
250 g

Wild Lavender Honey
with Walnuts

6,20 €
250 g

Wild Lavender Honey
with Pinenuts

8,90 €
250 g
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Honey with propolis

8,50 €
300 g

Spicy Almonds

3,90 €

Sweet Almonds

3,90 €

125 g

125 g

Salted Almonds

Almonds with cinnamon

4,80 €
125 g

4,80 €
125 g
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SWEETS
■
We cannot imagine winter festivities without sweets! This is the best time
to surprise your clients or employees with exquisite tastes, let it be a box of
exclusive chocolates or even a cake to share it with their friends and family.
Choose bites or a gourmet cake in an engraved tin box - the joy of the desserts
always succeeds!

seeds

Our Christmas
pie selection
regular

ginger

apple

black forest
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Christmas pie
in paper box

11,90 €
350 g

Christmas pie
in tin box

13,90 €
350 g

Customise the
top of the box
by UV-printing!
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Diamond chocolate standard flavour,
in a customized box

3,50 €

6,30 €

55 g

3 db / 165 g

Diamond chocolate premium flavour,
in a customized box

6,30 €
55 g

Standard flavours

Diamond chocolate 2 standard and 1 premium flavours,
in a customized box

9,20 €
165 g

60% dark chocolate
dark chocolate with orange
dark chocolate with raspberries
milk chocolate

Premium flavours
strawberry
passionfruit
almond
yuzu

raspberry
blond chocolate
hazelnut
matcha tea
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Chocolate - standard flavour,
in a customized box

Chocolate - premium flavour,
in a customized box

2,90 €

5,50 €

70 g

70 g

Dutch caramel wafer
in tin box

8,50 €
10 pcs / 290 g
With custom prints on the cylinder and
the top of the box!
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Chocolate sphere

5€

7,60 €

15,90 €

21,90 €

1 pc

2 pcs

4 pcs

6 pcs

Praline in wooden box

15,50 €

24 €

53,90 €

79,50 €

99 €

50 g

125 g

250 g

375 g

500 g
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The roasted hazelnuts are covered
in Belgian chocolate and colored
with a Pantone color
(metal colors are also available)

Turkish hazelnut covered in white chocolate
and coated with a Pantone color

3,90 €
100 g
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CHOCOLATE FONDUE
■
This year’s novelty is the chocolate fondue served in a ceramic mug!
Heat it up over boiling water or in the microwave and the ceramic mug keeps
the chocolate warm for 30-45 minutes without burning your hand. One mug
contains cca. four servings. Discover different tastes by dipping in fresh fruits,
salty or sweet biscuits, marshmallow etc.

Dark chocolate
with pistachio flavour

11,50 €

70% dark chocolate

Milk chocolate

White chocolate
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Milk chocolate
with almond flavour

Milk chocolate with
salted caramel flavour

White chocolate
with lemon flavour

White chocolate with
pineapple flavour

Milk chocolate
with olive oil flavour

Dark chocolate
with orange flavour

Contact our sales representative for the complete selection!

11,50 €
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COSIJNS
■
Roger Van Cruchten and his wife Marie-Louise
Cosijns introduced their decorated chocolates in the
1958 World Fair at Bruxelles. They are experienting for
more than sixty years now to find new and effective
ways to decorate chocolates. Their chocolate pendants
can be printed with any kind of graphic on both sides
- combining any message or advertisement with the
joy of chocolate!

unique prices after inquiry

CHRISTMAS CANDY
■
We design and create custom-made boxes on
a regular basis. One of our most successful products
is a real Christmas present: a fully customizable
candy box filled with Christmas candies from Szamos
Confectionary, Hungary, of which we produced many
thousands during the years. The design of the box is
completely up to your choice, but do not hesitate to
ask for our assistance!
Christmas candy in a gift box
•
•
•
•
•

outer dimensions of the box: 200 x 150 x 55 mm
printed with 4 colors and covered with a matte foil
embossing or other decorations are available
filled with 25 pieces of Christmas candy
available flavours: honey-orange, caramel-vanilla, Isler cake, Eszterházy cake,
almond cake, salty almond, marzipan, chocolate-marzipan, orange-marzipan,
cherry-marzipan, blackcurrant-marzipan, plum-marzipan, hazelnut-raisinmarzipan, coconut-marzipan, raspberry jelly

unique prices after inquiry
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PERROTTA
■
The history of Perrotta started thirty years ago,
not so far from Naples, in a small town called Montella.
This area produces chestnuts since the antiquity, this
why their slogan is timelessly tasty. They are producing
delicacies using traditional techniques but according
to the strictest hygenic rules: each and every piece of
chestnut is checked before cooking.

Traditional Italian
cake with chestnuts

8,50 €
400 g

Traditional Neapolitan grain pie
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Neapolitan grain pie with chocolate

8,50 €
400 g
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BACCO
■
Claudio Luca built a whole enterprise around
his local Sicilian product: pistachios. They still use their
traditional methods to produce, process and create
their pistachio-themed sweets around Mount Etna.
Their panettone is filled with 200 gramms of pistachio
spread (50% pistachio, Etna Nocellara oil, sugar and
nothing else). The Bacco company is proud to use the
D.O.P. sign of protected Italian products.

Classic panettone

24€
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Panettone
with hazelnut cream

24,40 €

Panettone
with cocoa cream

24,40 €

Panettone
with pistachio cream

30,90 €
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PETERS
■
Our company constantly keeps searching for
those partners, whose quality products could not be
a promotional gift otherwise. The sweets of Peters
are produced in Lippstadt, Germany and we are their
exclusive distributors in Hungary. The tin box of their
chocolates and biscuits could be beautifully engraved
or can be covered with a fully costumised cylinder!

24 pcs
praline selection

16,90 €
255 g

Hazelnut - nougat Gold powdered
dark chocolate
chocolate

Cappuccino
chocolate

Grenade - gin
chocolate

Rote Grütze vanilla chocolate

Macadamia
cream
chocolate

Prosecco raspberry
chocolate

Chili - cherry
chocolate
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Marc de
champagne blackcurrant
chocolate

Almond nougat lemon
chocolate

Chardonnay cherry chocolate

Salted caramel
chocolate

6€
6 db
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Postcard praline
The pralines of Peters are in a special box: anything can appear on
the picture on top. After having the
chocolate, it decorates the room as
a picture frame.

13,50 €
145 g
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Christmas cake

5,50 €

9,90 €

250 g

500 g

Marc de Champagne
Christmas cake

Marzipan flavoured
Christmas cake

5,50 €

9,90 €

9,90 €

250 g

500 g

500 g

Gin flavoured
Christmas cake

Blueberry
Christmas cake

500 g

500 g

9,90 €

9,90 €
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Praline selecion
with alcohol

10,90 €
175 g

Alcohol free
praline selection

10,90 €
170 g
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Cheese crackers

10,90 €
155 g

Tea biscuits

10,90 €
175 g
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PŮRE
■
In the exotic Latvian city of Pūre a couple of
chocolate enthousiasts decided to experiment with
truffles. The result was a chocolate factory which
nowadays exports to 22 countries and a lot of delicious
treats. They use exlclusively UTZ, Fairtrade and GMOfree Belgian chocolate, which they refine with fruits,
seeds or other playful textures.

Milk chocolate truffles
blackcurrant filling
blueberry filling
caramel filling
raspberry cheesecake filling
cherry filling
coconut filling

Dark chocolate truffles
orange filling
passionfruit filling
calvados filling
zabaglione filling
tiramisu filling

0,30 €
8,5 g

Milk chocolate truffles

hazelnut filling and hazelnut pieces
gingerbread filling
cocout cream and coconut pieces
caramel filling

Dark chocolate truffles
dark chocolate filling

0.40 €
13,4 g
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PARIANI
■
The Pariani is an Italian family enterprise, which
processes the best seeds of their country in tasty ways.
They ingredients are chosen from protected sources
from all over Italy: hazelnut from Cortemilia, pistachio
from the Sicilian Bronte, almonds from Val di Noto,
pine nuts from Pisa and walnuts from Veneto. Their
sweets reflect the family’s passion towards excellent
ingredients and their further development.

Sicilian almond spread

Hazelnut spread

5,60 €

8,50 €

5,70 €

8,50 €

100 g

200 g

100 g

200 g

Sicilian pistachio spread

Italian pine nut spread

7,80 €

12,80 €

5,70 €

100 g

200 g

100 g
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Dark chocolate praline
with hazelnuts

8,50 €
100 g

White chocolate praline
with hazelnuts

8,50 €
100 g

White chocolate praline
with pistachio

9,60 €
100 g

Pistachio praline

13,30 €
200 g
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MULTITOOL
■
The manufacture of the Richartz family is
situated in Solingen, Germany - in the ‘city of blades’.
They are producing tools regarding both design and
functionality for more than 110 years. Their products
won more than 70 design prizes, including the ‘German
Standard of Quality and Design’ in 2010. For their tools
we desing elegant and informative packages, but we
can engrave anything into the tool itself!

Multitool

4,90 €
1 pc
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Can opener

Screwdriver

Ripper

Spoke wrench

Spanners
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STATIONERY
■
The Pininfarina Segno is the italian desing
masters’ answer for the most common problem:
writing. Da Vinci, Raffaello and Botticelli also used this
technique, which helps to lose the ink: the processed
tip oxigenates the surface of the paper, leaving a
trace. Pens with Ethergraf tips suggest style and
sophistication. You do not have to change anything in
them - they are made for eternity.

Prima

black

red

titan

blue

rust

copper

silver

bronze

37 €
1 pc

gold

Pininfarina cambiano
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matte black

shiny black

aluminium

85 €
1 pc

cedar
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Pininfarina ink edition

red

blue

85 €
1 pc
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Pininfarina aero

115 €
1 pc
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MOHA DESIGN
■
MOHA is a small workshop in one of the
picturesque suburbs of Budapest. Since 2013, they
are specialised creating decorative and household
objects out of concrete. They tame this unusual
material into a friendly form resembling Scandinavian
minimalism. Their gifts combined with cork and other
materials are eternal pieces - in material and style
as well.

Soy candle
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15,30 €
9 x 6,5 cm

Pen and holder

18 €
15,5 x 6,5 cm

Perpetual calendar

19,20 €
20,5 x 16,5 cm
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Spotlight

10,90 €
11 x 8 cm

Lightbulb

26,40 €
11 x 6 cm
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Clock

46,90 €
30 x 2,5 cm

Table clock

27,50 €
14,5 x 7,8 cm

yesBTL Hungary Kft.
1044 Budapest, Váci út 83.
+36 1 444 9227
touch@yesBTL.com
www.yesBTL.com

Our prices do not contain VAT and shipping fees.
Billing is available in both HUF and EUR: exchange rates are according to
the average prices at the moment of the order.

Catalogue design:

comedian.hu
Dániel
Molnár

danielmolnarphd.com

